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«We challenge the United States to comoetition in ed-
uca tion, II de clared the Department of Education of the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Renublics at an international conference on 
1 the teaching of mathematics, July 1956, in Geneva. Why was 
this challen~e issued with such confidence? Perhaps, it was 
the fact that Russia haa re9lized that mathematical science 
is the cornerstone to technological aavancernent in a world which 
is becoming more science-orientated. While Russia was plan-
ning to aevelop the mathematical potential of every high school, 
the United States, at this time, haa nc such long-range plan. 
This statement served as a rude stimulus to awaken ell nations, 
particularly the United States, to the reality that they have 
been lacking in first rate orograms of mathematical instruction 
in their educational institutions. The high school curriculum 
of mathematical instruction in the Unitea States is no longer 
suited to the current neeas and conaitions of life; hence, 
educators, as well as mathematicians, have re-examined and re-
evaluated the mathematics that is being taught today, both 
philosophically and pedagogically, in efforts to improve the 
curriculum of mathematical instruction. 
Russia is not entirely the cause of the present con-
cern with mathematics, however, but rather the breathtaking 
movement of the United States into a new technological era has 
INational Council of Teachers of Mathematics, The Revol-
ution ill School Mathematics,n.15. 
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created new needs for mathematics. 2 (In fact, curriculum 
revision started as early as 1952 at the University of Illinois 
long before the threat of Russia.) Mathematics is becoming 
increasingly recognized as the true foundation of technology, 
and the SOCiety of the United States is ever more dependent 
upon mathematics. 
This long term revision was obscured first by the depres-
sion of the 1930's, and secondly by the dislocation of World 
War II. The realization of the true situation occured with 
suddenness in the 1950's, long after efforts should have been 
initiated. 3 This technological revolution, now in progress and 
recognized by all, reauires that new approaches to mathematics 
be taught in the schools so as to yield better and more productive 
scientists, mathematiCians, teachers, and others engaged in 
occupations involving a know1ed~e of mathematics. With such 
new approaches, it is hoped that the potential of every individ-
ual in mathematics will be developed to its utmost capacity. 
This demand for Quality as well as quantity is actually part of 
a larger demand for highly trained personnel in all fields of 
endeavor. 4 This demand is spurred further by a human drive to 
improve civilization and society. 
The current revolution in mathematics has also been 
2Report of the Commission on MathematiCS, Prog~ for Col-
lege Preoaratory MathematiCS, p. 9. 
3National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, QQ. cit., p. 10. 
4 Ib id ., p. 10. 
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greatly influenced by the automation revolution. Automation 
has maee possible the development of machines of enormous size, 
complexity, and costs~ Interesting problems involved in the 
construction and operation of these machines have evolved as 
a result--problems which demand solutions. As a result, a 
terrific need has been created for people with the ability 
to do abstract thinking; even computers cannot solve problems 
without careful pro~ramming by man. It is the general consensus 
among mathematics educators that traditional mathematics, as 
taught in many ecucational institutions, simply does not fos-
ter creative thinking. One very important reason why there 
has been little emphasis olaceo upon abstract thinking in tradi-
tional mathematics courses is because the neede of mathematics 
in the past die not demand this. For example, consider the 
needs of mathematics in the middle of the nineteenth century. 
The majority of problems involving the use of mathematics were 
simply those which utilized arithmetic comoutations such as 
keeping simple accounts and working p~obl€m8 of measurements~ 
The public pchool curriculum in traditional mathematics, stressing 
the utility of mathematics, bae included a treatment of all of 
these topics and have stressed rote memoriZation in addition 
to extensive drill in the form of endlesE lists of mechanical 
exercises. As newer needs for mathematics have developed, tra~i-
c:: 
..) Ibid. t p. 3. 
6 Ibid., p. 5 
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tional mathematics has incorporated more subject matter with a 
recurring emphasis on drill and memorization. Such an approach 
to mathematics does not meet the needs of advancing technology 
today. There must be a shift in the emohasis of subject matter 
taught in traditional mathematics in addition to a shift in the 
pedagogical and philosophical aporoaches to meet the needs of 
society.? 
Learning theories formulated by leading psychologists 
have had a tremendous influence upon educational practices, in-
cluding mathematical instruction. 8 Throughout the first half of 
the twentieth century, Thorndike's psychological explanation of 
learning dominated the scene. Thorndike advocated that learning 
consists of a response, given a stimulus. Connected with this 
theory are extensive drill and laws of readiness; both of these 
are characteristic of traditional mathematics. Pavlov, another 
famous theorist, believed learning could be eXplained through the 
phenomenon of conditioned response. That is, a given response 
could be expected through conditioning. This particular learn-
ing theory is employed extensively in areas involving verbalized 
skills, such as foreign languages. 9 
For about three decades Gestalt field psychology has 
intrigued educators; it is increasingly replacing Thorndike's 
7National CO\lDcil of Teachers of Mathematics, The Revolution 
in School Mathem~tics, p. 5. 
8Ne.tlonal Council of Tea.chers of Mathematics, The Growth of 
Mathematic~l Ideas: Gredes K-12, p.408. 
9Alice Crowe, Educational Psychology, p. 146. 
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influence upon educational practices and has produced the most 
serious challenge to the stimulus-response theory of learning. IO 
According to the Gestalt point of view, as many situations as 
possible should be viewed as functional wholes rather than 
separated lnto parts.ll Gestalt psychologists believe that in-
sight comes with sudden clarity and that once reached needs lit-
tle repet~tion. Understanding the structure means understanding 
the problem. 12 The Gestalt theory of learning is reflected 
throughout these revised programs of mqthematical instruction. 
The tremendous advance made in the area of pure mathe-
matical research has also strongly influenced the revision of 
mathematical instruction. New ideas and concepts have been 
formulated which lead to a better understanding of the structure 
of mathematics. Vector analysis, taught in conjunction with 
olane geometry, is one example. Theorems which have been 3C-
cepted in the past have become somewhat obsolete since new and 
better ones have been discovered; inconsistencies have also been 
found in certain gxiom~tlc structures. Consider Suclidean 
geometry, for example, which is the basis for traditional plane 
eeornetry. Recent develooments in geometrical thinking have 
disclosed ~rave defects in the logical structure of Euclid, and 
thus attention has been given to the need of modification in 
10Natlonal Council of Teachers of MnthemBti.cs, .':2..2. cit., p.408. 
llAlice Crowe, Qp. cit., p. 146. 
12r~9.tional Council of Te8.chers of Mathematics, £2. cit., p.408. 
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the tr~~ition~l approach to high school geometry.13 The geo-
metry of Euclif hRS been, and still is, a greqt contribution 
to mRthematics, but his m~jor handicap waF that he lacked 
an a~eauate algebra necessary to cre8te a rigorous, consistent 
set of postulatep. "Euclid is the only man to whom there ever 
came or ever will come the glory of having successfully incor-
porated in his ratings all the essential parts of the accumulated 
(mathematical) knowledge of his time. 1I14 
Euclid tried to be as rigorous as possible and tried 
to avoid the use of intuitive goemetry. He was interested in 
the systemization of eeometric facts, an~ not in their discov-
ery; his geometry W8S also written for the scholars and ohiloso-
ohers of his dsy 3n~ not for the schoolboy. 
Euclid recopnized the necessity of starting with ap-
pro?ri~te definit~ons and assumptions. He failed to recognize 
the necessity of primitive notion (undefined terms) anf went 
to unnecesssry and inadvisible lengths to define every term~5 
A point, for instance, if defined to be that which has no part, 
an~ a line is th~t which has breadthless length. Euclid de-
fines lines ~nd points in relation to other terms which he 
fails to define or ever use. In order to avoid circumlocution, 
certain terms should be undefined; Euclid's de!initions play 
13Report of the Commi8sion on Mathematics, QQ_ cit., p. 3. 
14D• E. Smith, History o( 1-1athem~tics, p. 102. 
15Leonard Blumenthal, ! Modern View of Geome try, o. 3. 
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no role whatsoever in the logical develo~ment of geornetry.16 
Many of Euclid's p08tul~tes are not stated precisely, 
ana if a geometry 1s to be presented on a strictly logical 
basis, then it is necessary to say wh3t is meant or else be 
misinterpreted. Thoughaut his system of postulates, he uses 
words "rhich describe physical activities and interprets them 
differently. The wording o! his first oostulate ~h~ch states 
"it 1s possible to dr~w a straight line frOm any point to any 
point" makes the me"nin?" rather unclear. The word "draw" 
actually refers to a physical activity. Euclid interprets 
"draw" to meqn "there eXists" rather than the connotation of 
its being a physical activity. The meaning of his po~tulates 
are often misinterpreted as a result. 
The major defect of Euclid is his failure to recognize 
the necessity of makin~ formal assumptions concerning between-
ness"-an omission first recognized by Gauss. For any logical 
formulation of geometry, certain aS8umotions about the order 
17 
of points should be postulatef. Euclid also feiled to formulate 
explicitly the axiomatic basis upon which his congruence theorems 
rest}8 Although he argues in support of the superimposition of 
line segments, the less obvious manner of justifying this super-
19 imposition is neglected. This defect could have been remedied 
----------~--------------------
16School Mathematics Study Group, Studies in Mathematics, p. 1.16. 
17Report of the Commission on ~athematlcs, QQ. cit., p. 23-24. 
18Ibid. 
191bid • 
20 by assuming the congruence theorems outright. 
Euclid's geometry has also served ae a basis for non-
8 
Euclidean geometries which substitute various postulates for the 
parallel postulate of Euclid: "Through any point not incident 
with a ~iven line there passes one and only one line that does 
not inter:sect the given line. II Non-Euclidean geometries replace 
this postulate. The fact that this parallel postulate can be 
replaced by another and still result in a consistent set of pos-
tulates "was not one of Euclid's mistakes, but one of his crown-
,,21 lng acheivements of mathematics. Thus the works of Lobachev-
ski, founder of hyperbolic geometry; Riemann, founder of elliptic 
geometry; and many others, could rely heavily upon the elements 
of Euclidean ~eometry. 
Attempting to remedy the defects in Euclid's system, many 
mathematicians have improved his postulate system. Such improve-
ments have had a profound influence upon the revolution in mathe-
matical instruction, as will be discussed in this paper. 
Newspapers, magazines, and authors often attach the term 
"modern mathematics" or "new math" to the revision in mathematics 
attributed to the current revolution. Modern mathematics, as the 
term is popularly used, does not mean necessarily that the con-
cepts or notions of mathematics are new, but that the philosoph-
ical and pedagogical approach 1s different as compared wi th that 
20 Ibid. 
21 School Mathematics Study Group, ££. cit., p. 1.14. 
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of the traditional courses. This current reform in the mathe-
matics curriculum actually means a tremendous development quan-
titatively in the content of mathematics, a change in approach 
to the familiar content, and changes in the methods of teaching 
and preparation of teachers. 22 Some new material is introduced, 
and much of the traditional content is rearranged or extended; 
but the subject matter is basically the same as that taught in 
traditional courses. 23 The pedagogical differences between the 
revised program of mathematical instruction and the traditional 
program are the most significant ana, by far, the most important 
since they involve methods of approach to effective learning. 
These revised programs seek to develop many promising pedagogical 
technlaues and approaches necessary to accomplish their lndivid-
ual objectives. 
Tl'W important points to conaieer are the value of these 
revisea programs and common philosophical objectives. One of 
the basic objectives of these revised programs is to place in 
proper balance the stUdent's memorization of methods, rules, 
and facts; and on the other side of the scale, his reasoning 
power to do abstract thinking rather than the mechanical as-
peets as stresse~ in traditional programs. These revised pro-
22National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, ~n Analysi.§., 
of ~ Mathematics Programs, p. 58. 
23w. Eugene Fe rgenson, "Current Reforms in the Mathematics 
~ - " Curriculp.--a Passing Phrase or Progress", , Mathema~ics Te~ch.§.L·, 
LVII:l43, March, 1964. 
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grams advoc~te integration of drill and theory, unlike traditional 
mathematics programs, which through seemingly endless lists 
of numerical exercises, treat drill and theory as separate 
entities. 24 Although modern mathematics curriculums see the 
need for comoutatlon, greater emphasis is placed upon student 
discovery ane the aonreciation of the structures of mathematics. 
Thus, these programs, putting less emphasis upon computations, 
seek to make mathem9tics more stirrulating and more enjoyable 
to the individual. Mathematics, in these modern programs, is not 
taught for its utilitarian value only, as emphasized in traditional 
programs, but for the intellectu81 stimulation and excitement 
gained through understqn~ing. The attitudes of these pro~rams are: 
tlyou must interest adolescentE in ice'3s. It is 
of little value to try to obt~in student interest by 
promises of utility in adult life. Most hjgh sctool 
students are not fenuinely stirred by such sales 
ca~pqi~ns. The goal of educational utility is too 
remote to m9ke much difference to a ninth grader. He 
wants to kno~ how m3thematic~ fils into his wor16, and 
haopily, his world is f~ll of fancy and abstractions, 
because it ~ives him access to a kind of intellectual 
~ tl2C:: thrill that if enticing and fancy. ~ 
One of the characteristics of contemporary m3thematics is its 
renewed, increased, and conscious emphasis that mathem8tics is 
26 
concernecl "'ith abstr3ct patterns of thought. 
Precisely what the new mathematics dem~nd is that new 
roots, aF weI] a~ efficient ones, be found in the foundation of 
24Edwin r-1oi8e, liThe SMSG GBometry Prop-ram," The Mathematics 
Teacher, LI11:440, Oct., 1960. 
2~ -
-'Nation'3-1 Council of Te3chers of M'3-thematics, The Revolution 
26Re ?ort of the Commission on Mathematics, p. 3. 
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the subject as layed in secondary schools to the newer approaches 
without laboriously traversing all of the older content. 27 In 
the process much of the trad1tional materials which are obsolete 
w111 be dr()pped. \'t'hile still of value, these rna te rials are of 
lesser value than the objective of obtain1ng a true understanding 
and appreciation of the methods, content, and beauty of mathe-
matics. 
Recogniz1ng the need for the improvement of school mathe-
rna tic Sf sl3veral national foundations have contributed la.rge sums 
of money for experimentation purposes in the area of curriculum 
improvement. The federal government, for example, through the 
National Defense Foundation, has contributed much money for exper-
imental work. From such assistance, committees were formed to 
study mathematics curriculums and make reco~mendations for improve-
ments; and study groups, whose major purpose has been to revise 
the mathematics curriculum at both the elementary and the second-
ary levels, were initiated. Although there are many similarities 
of ideas among these groups, some of which were pointed out pre-
viously, there also exist some si~nificant differences with re-
gard to their philosophical objectives, course content, and peda-
gogy. To better examine these basic differences, particularly in 
relation to geometry, consider the three major study groups -
School. Mathematics Study Group, University of Illinois Committee 
on School Mathematics, and Ball State Experimental Program - and 
27National Council of Teach~rs of Mathem'3.tics, p. 70. 
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a brief survey of their origins and general objectives. In order 
to further acauaint the reader with these possibly unfamiliar 
pro~rams, the report of the Commission on Mathematics, ~Programs 
for College Preparatory Mathematics,1I which consists of recom-
mendations for curriculum revision, will also be reviewed. 
Commission on Mathematics 
of the College Entrance Examination Board 
This commission was set up to broadly consider the college 
preparatory mathematics curriculum in the secondary schools and 
to make recommendations for its modernization, modification, and 
im~rovement. The main objective of this commission has been to 
produce recommendations for a college preparatory curriculum 
which is oriented to the needs of mathematics, natural science, 
social science, business, ana industry in the second half of the 
28 twentieth century. This report was formulated between the 
years of 1955 and 1959 with concentration upon grades nine through 
twelve. The Oommission has not set up any particul~r curriculum 
or written a set of texts; however, many recommendations of the 
Commission have had a profound influence upon study groups -
especially the School Mathematics Study Group - in the revision 
of the mathematiCS curriculum. Some of the general proposals of 
the Commission are as follows: 
1. stronp preparation in both skill and concept; 
28 Scott, Foreman and Co., StuQies in Mathematics Education, p. 26. 
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2. understanding of the nature and roll of deductive rea-
soning; 
3. ap~reciation of mathematical structures; 
4. resDonsibility of the schools to those students entering 
college; 
5. concentration on long range ideas, not on topics of immed-
iate utility which do not contribute to the basic mathe-
matical knowledge of the students; 
6. gre9ter emphasis upon general principles, ideas, and 
technicues th"'t have a wide application and educational 
value; 
7. jucicious use of unifyln~ ideas; 
8. elimination of ~resent tooics such as deductive solid 
geometry as a course in itself, including it in other 
places; 29 
9. presentation of old topics in a new way; 
10. introduction of new topics - sets, probability, statistics, 
abstract algebra, logic, 8Lalytic geometry, elementary 
calculus; 
11. incorporation of coordinate geometry with plane geometry, 
and the essentials of solid geometry with space ~erception.30 
University of Illinois 
Committee on SchoQl Mathematics 
Since 1952, the University of Illinois Committee on 
School Mathematics has been working on materials of mathematical 
instruction, the development of teaching methods, and the train-
ing of teachers for a new curriculum in mathematicR for the se-
29~., p. 27. 
30Reoort of the Commission on Mathematics, .Q:Q. cit. p. 26. 
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condary schools. This study grouD WR.S the first study group 
formed to revise the mathematics curriculum in the ~chools; it 
is also the first to employ the Gestalt theory of learning. 
urCSM, as it is often called, has developed student texts and 
teacher guides for grades seven through twelve. This program 
is under the cirection of Dr. Max Beberman and the group con-
sists of a joint committee of the College of Education, the 
College of Engineering, and the College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences.·3l The project is sup?orted largely by the Carnep;ie 
Corporation from funds amounting to over one-half million dollars. 
The textbooks emohasize consistency, precision of 
language, structures of mathematics, and understanding of 
basic orincioles through pupil study. Discovery of generali-
zations by the student is tte basic tec~.nioue used throughout 
the provram. Some of the primary convictions of UICSM are as 
follows; 32 
1. a consistent ex~osition of high school mathematics; 
2. great interest of high school students in ideas; 
3. comple menta tion of acou iring man i Dula ti ve skills and 
understan~ing basic concepts; 
4. the encouragement and fosterin~ of discovering generali-
zations through non-verbalized-Iearning¥33 
-----------------------
3lScott , Foreman and Co., QQ. cit., p. 30. 
32William T. Hale, "UICSM Decade of Experimentation", The 
Mathematics Teacher, LIV:615, Dec., 1961. 
33Scott, Foreman and Co., QQ. cit., p. 31. 
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School Mathemat1cs Study Gr~ 
School Mathem~tlc9 Study Group, or SMSG, represents 
the largest united effort of any study group for the 1mprove-
ment of the mathematics curriculum. This study group was 
organized in 1958 under the direction of Dr. Edward Eegle of 
Yale University. This study ~roup consists of a thirty-five 
member advisory committee, comprised of college ana university 
mathematicians, high school mathematics teachers, experts in 
the field of education, and representatives of science and 
technology. The partictpants in various wri tin~ groups of 
SMSG include experienced t:igh school teachers and distinguished 
research mathematicians. School Mathematics studY Group, which 
is oresently located at Stanford Universi ty, is financed large-
ly through National Science Foundation with an initial grant 
of onehunared-thousand aollars, and an additional grant amount-
ing to over one-million dollars. 
~rhe textbooks of SMSG contain many new tcoics, in 
addltjcn to many chan~es in the or~anization and presentation 
of older tcnic8. AttEntion is focused on mathematical facts 
and skll1~ end the orinciples that provide a IOKical framework 
for them. 34 Some of the basic philosophical beliefs of School 
Mathemattcs Study Group are as follows: 35 
34Natlonal Council of Teachers of Mathematics, QQ. Qll., p. 31. 
35Natlonal Council of Teachers of Mathematics, An Ana1Y§is 
.Q.f New Mathematics Programs, p. 33. 
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1. teaching of m9.thematics so that stucents will be able 
to learn new mathematicnl skills which the future will 
demand of tr_em j 
2. imurovement of the mathematics curriculum so that 
it-will not only offer students the basic m9them8tical 
skille, but also deeper underEtanding of the basic con-
cepts and structures of mathematics; 
3. more extensive and better training of te~chers; 
4. irnorovement of mathematics courses so that they are 
mo~e attractive to students who are capable of studying 
rn3thernatics. 
Ball State Experimental Program 
The Ball State Experimental Program Wile organized 
in 1955 under the direction of Dr. Merril Shanks, then of 
Purdue University, Charles Brurr.fiel ane' Robert Eicholz, then of 
Ball StAte Teachers College. The pro?;ram consists of curriculum 
revision for Dupils, ranging from grades seven through twelve. 
The chief testin~ ground for this program is Burris (elementary 
and senior high school), which is the experimental school as-
36 
sociated with Ball State. The texts of the Ball State program 
are char~cterizec by c8reful attention given to the logical 
develop~ent of the materials. The major purpose of the Ball 
State EXDerimentnl Program is to introGuce the student to the 
axiomatic structure of mathematics~7 
-":6 ~ Scott, Foresman, and Co.,QQ. £11., p. 24. 
37National CO:Jncil of Tea.cher-s of Mathematics, The Revolu-
tion in School Mathematics, p. 25. 
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All the current re form pro~rams at tempt to avoid the 
presentation of new materials as a string of unrelated topics. 
They stress many unifying themes or ideas in relation to struc-
tures, mea.surements, logical deductions, verbal generalization, 
graphical representation, and the development of the real num-
bere. 38 One of the basic ideas of the School Mathematics Study 
Group is that there exists a great deal of basic unity in mathe-
matics and that this unity should be brought out. 
1 IIi d " believes that mathematics shou d be ntegrate. 
This group 
"A genuinely 
integrated treatment is one which not only brings out this unity, 
but also uses it to improve understanding. 1I39 According to the 
School Mathematics Study Group, various aspects of mathematics 
should be integrated, and not taught as separate entities. In 
algebra and geometry, many ideas can be integrated; Euclid 
failed to do this because algebra did not exist. 40 In the 
study of real numbers, for instance, one may think of the num-
bers as points on a line through a one-to-one correspondence, 
and thus real numbers become easier to visualize and understand. 
The geometry of lines is easier to understand if something is 
known about the real numbers. Such a connection is made immed-
iately, hence students can make correlations from the beginning. 
38 Ib i d • , p. 22. 
39 University Symposium on Mathematics, Proceedings (1964) , 
p. 438. 
40 
Howard Ferr, IlReform of Mathematics Education Around the 
World,1I The Mathematics Teacher, LIV: 16, January 1965. 
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This vie", of School Mathematics Stury Group is also a rec-
commendation of the Commission on Mathematics of the College 
Entr3nce Examination Boare. It is the Commission's view 
that the interrelation among various topics of mathematics 
should be oointed out and stressed. The University of 
Illinios Committee on School Mathematics places greater em-
phasis uoon the consistency of the material rsther than 
on the integration. The Ball State Experiment21 Program places 
greater emohasis uoon the logical develooment. 
In trafitional geometry courses, pla~e and solid geo-
metry are taught 8R separqte entities. Solid geometry, in 
all of the contemporqry profram8, is no longer taught as a 
separate deductive theory course. Besides the shiftinv of 
emohasis in solid geometry, there also has been a change in 
the method of introducing 9p8ce geometry. The consensus of 
the contemporary proerrams 1s that wtile the facts and the pr1n-
ciples of space geometry are important, solid geometry is 
not a good olace to study deductive proofs without the use 
of calculus. A full semester of space geometry is no longer 
considered a justifiable expenditure of the student's time. 
The important ideas of space geometry are approached earlier 
in the aontemoorary pro~rams throlFh plnusible reasoning and 
41 
intuition. The School Mathematics Study Group seouence 
of texts contains two strong units on space geometry in grade 
eight, a~d a unified, integrated treatment of plane and solid 
4lNat10nal Council of Teachers of J.tIathematics, QQ. cit., p. 63. 
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in grade ten. In acdltion, three-cimenslonal coordinates and 
vectors are introduced in grade eleven. According to School 
Mathematics Study Group, "A oupil who has comoleted this 
seauencEl hes more func tional knowledge than a pupil who ha.s 
had the traditional course in deductive eolid geometry, which 
contain~ no reference to vectors or three-dimensional coordinate 
systems. ,,42 Exercipes involving three-dimensional figures and 
space properties prevail throughout t~e plane geometry texts. 
Instead of a thorough deductive course, School Mathematics 
Study Group believes thet students need to increase their 
abili ty to hancle space config'urations t to visuslize figures 
in spece, and to draw three-dimensional sketches. Thouph their 
progrsms are similar in many respects,School Mathematics Study 
Group believes the Com~ission's intuitive 8poroach to solid 
aeometry is not fe38i~le~3 School Mathematics Stucy Groun 
give~ the student 9 l&r£e amount of informal experience though 
44 they co not stress the deductive treatment. In the geometry 
text of the Ball State Exoerimental Pro~ram, a summary of 
space geometry !p oresentee in one chaoter ane an introcuction 
to coorcinate ~eometry in another, but this is out of the 
main line of C!evelooID'3nt. Three-cimensionl'il coord inate systems 
and vect')rs are not introcuced until grade twelve in pre-c '11-
4'"' cIbid.,p.69. 
43Edwin MOise, QQ. £L~., p. 442. 
44School Mathem3tics Stuc'v Grouo~ Reoor-t of' An Orientation 
Conferenee for S~ISG Experimental ProlZr9IIl, -p.-Ig-.-
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culus methematics. The drawing of suace confi~urations is not 
stressed, and ?lane ~eometry ana solid ~eometry are not inte-
grated. 
In the University of Illinois urogram. there is not a 
~reat deal of interest in solid ~eometry and its inte~ration 
with plane geometry. In regard to vectors, the University of 
Illinois Committee on School Mathematics, accordin~ to Dr. 
Beberman, expects to incorporate vectors as an ap'Proach to 
mathemat.ics in grades seven and eip:ht in the near future. They 
are currently using a vector apnroach to ~eometry in their high 
school curriculum. 45 
In line with the changing emphasis on solid ~eometrv, 
many traditional topics, such as involved proofs, extensive 
ccmputations with lo~arithms, the use of trigonometry in the 
solution of oblique triangles, and long lists of mechanical ex-
ercises , are being omitted from the current programs. These 
topiCS, among others, are considered to be no lon~er in the 
m9instream of mathematical thought; they represent emuhasis 
that is no longer appropriate to the needs of our society. The 
time which had been devoted to their presentation can now be 
used for more important topics and concepts. 
In the treatment of analytic ~eometry with synthetic 
~eometry, the ~eneral consensus of the study groups is that 
45University Symposium on Mathematics, Pro~e.edings (1962), 
p. 11. 
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these two subjects should not be 1nte~rated. Synthetic ~eo­
metry, even theu~h it makes a contribution to analytic geo-
metry, is not reversible as a contributing agent. Tenth ~rade 
proofs ~re easier to de synthetically, 9.nd hence an9.lyticrteo-
metry actually need not be introduced until the end of the 
course. 46 All plane ~eemetry texts contain a cha9ter on ana-
lytic geometry at the end of the book; the CommisRion en Mathe-
matics recommends that analytic geometry be introduced after 
the first seauence of theorems in a plane ~eometry course. 
The School Mathematics Study Group feels th~t the commission's 
introduction of analytic geometry comes much too late to be of 
any help in the problems of foundations for geometry.47 The 
commission aleo advocates analytiC proofs, as well as synthetic 
proofs, in the solution of problems. The Secondary School 
Curriculum Committee, under the direction of the National Cou~-
cil of Teachers of Mathem~tics, qovocates th~t the stu~y of 
coor~~natB geometry 8hcul~ nerme8te the entire secondary 8e-
Duence as early as grade seven with the one-to-one corresnon-
L\S dence between the real numbers an~ points on line. Thus, 
there are distinct differences of opinion concerning the 1n-
troduction of Bn8lytic geometry. 
46Edwin Moise, 00. Cit., p. 442. 
47 Ibid . 
48Scc t t , Foreman and Co., QQ. cit.,p. 18. 
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Logic, as well as proofs, plays a major role in con-
temporary ma thematics. The School MaU:ematics Study Group 
assumes that the students are aware of what a mathematical 
proof iS t and that the students have had some experience with 
proofs. 49 The proofs put forth by this study group are p-ener-
ally com9lete and rigorous; but when the proofs are too involved, 
the authors state this and explain it in the teacher's commen-
tary. Pedantic correctness is not the kind of ri~or the ~roup 
seeks; it seeks rip-or in aisclosure. 50 "! sounaly ri~orous 
treatment is one which brings out the crucial ideas as exnli-
citly as possible."5l There is no formal logic in this group's 
program, but the "if-then" statements are included. The Uni-
versity of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics texts also 
assume experience in proofs prior to the level at which the 
texts are used. These texts tend to be as rigorous as possible, 
pointing out structural loopholes - points which are true but 
cannot be proved at the time. Ball State's ~eornetry prop-ram is 
extremely rigorous, Fiving careful attention to logical develop-
ment; both the alFebra and ~eometrv programs contain carefully 
constructed chapters on elementary logic. These chapters aopear 
early in the texts, and the ideas developed in them are utilized 
continuously.52 In fact, a significant feature of both the al-
49National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, QQ. cit., n. 43. 
50School Mathematics Stuny Group, £2. cit., p. 18. 
51 Ibid, p. 18. 
52National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Q12. cit., p. 20. 
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gebra and geometry programs is a full unit of logic in each. 53 
In regard to precision of language in their texts, the 
Ball State and UICSM texts are the best. The University of Ill-
inois Committee on School Mathematics considers it very import-
ant that the language of the teacher and of the text be clear, 
concise, and unambip:uous. "Precise communication is the char-
acteristic of a ~ood textbook and a ~ood teacher; correct action 
is a characteristic of a f1;ood learner."54 The courses of the 
Ball State program and UICSM are generally concerned with pre-
cision in the use of the language of mathematics. 55 Both these 
programs are formalistic in their ohilosophical approaches; con-
sistency is also very important in both. Definitions are form-
ulated in precise terminology, and a small intuitive discussion 
of new terms and definitions appears before new materials. The 
University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics program 
places Freat emphasis upon the inductive and concrete approaches 
to mathematics; the School Mathematics Study Group has a more 
nearly axiomatic approach, as does the Ball State geometry pro-
gram. 56 In the texts of the School Mathematics Study Group, in-
tuitive insight is encouraged throughout. This clarity and pre-
cision 1s essentially lacking in the traditional courses. A 
53 William T. Hale, QQ. cit., p. 615. 
t::4 
J National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, An Analysis 
of the N~ Mathematics Programs, p. 60. 
55University Symposium on Mathematics (1962), £2. cit., p. 46. 
56 Ibid • 
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cuestion which often arises in this respect is how can so many 
high school Fraduates be so well grounded in mathematics despite 
what they have been told. Accordin~ to the University of 111i-
nois Committee on School Mathematics, children organize their 
mathematical knowledge in ways which are meaningful to them. 57 
The contemporary mathematics programs are consistent and highly 
sequential, and are taught on a maturity level rather than on a 
grade level. The Commission on Mathematics of the College En-
trance Examination Board also feels that content in mathematics, 
or in any other subject, must be taught on the level of maturity 
of the student. 
Another important area of consideration is the method-
ology employed in the textbooks. The University of Illinois 
committee stresses the discovery of generalizations by the stu-
dent with the delay of verbalization, even though precision of 
language is advocated. The emphasis is placed on the student's 
doing mathematics rather than being told about it. In other 
words, more education is stressed with less emphasis on struc-
ture. 58 Exploration exercises appear frequently in the texts 
and thus guide the student in the discovery of generalizations; 
the discovery method, according to the University of Illinois 
Committee on School Mathematics, results in power in mathematical 
57UIMP staff, "University of Illinois Mathematics Program," 
School Review, LXV: o. 458. 
58william T. Hale, £2. cit., p. 616. 
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thinking and a developed interest in mathematics. 
A common source of misunderstanding about the University 
of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics program is the type 
of discovery technique used. UICSM uses the non-verbalization 
awareness method rather than the strictly inductive method. The 
induction methods lead to confusion of sentence formation, and 
the verbalization c~uses much frustration at the advent of the 
discovery method. 59 Induction methods formulate generalizations 
too soon; it becomes a guessing game, and the students lack the 
60 
ability to express themselves properly. UICSM advocates the 
freedom of the student to attack problems in whichever fashion 
he chooses. Throu~hout the School Mathematics Study Group texts -
geometry in particular - all the students are participants. The 
authors lead them through the intuitive processes to establish a 
conjecture and then a formal proof; Ball State's methodology is 
similar to that of SMSG. 
The Commission on Mathematics feels that geometry should 
provide for original and creative thinking by students. A large 
part of the course should be devoted to original exercises invol-
ving both the discovery of relationships and their proofs. 
Another area of general concern in the contemporary pro-
grams is Itconcept versus skill, or manipulation." In the tre.di-
tional programs the emohasis is placed upon skills and applica-
tions. UreSM feels that acquiring manipulatiOfl and understanding 
59 University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics, 
"Learnir.lg by Discovery," The Mathematics Teacher, LIV: p. 226. 
60 Ibid • 
basic cenceots are complementary activities. Manipulative 
skills should be used primarily to cast light upon basic 
conceots. 61 Although a great emohasis ie placed upon the 
development of concepts, a list of supplementary exercises 
appear at the end of each unit of the UreSM texts 3~ an aid 
in the development of skills. Applications, especially in 
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geometry, ~re not used to motivate the study of material, but 
a few exercises of this type, although they are few in number, 
do appear in the texts after the theory has been developed. 
Cne of the major objectives of the SMSG program is the develop-
ment of concepts. The texts of SMSG do contain considerobly 
more 31gebra than the usual texts, but they are concept-centered 
rather than manipulative-centered. The Ball State program 
agrees with SMSG in this respect. 
The lack of emphnsis upon physical applications is 
one of the major criticisms of these contemporary programs. 
Dr. Kline of New York University has issued sharp critiCisms 
of the contemporary proframs and has made recommendations 
which allow for more apolications in the contemporary pro-
grams. 
"Today there is a sharp distinction between 
9pplied and pure mathematics in formalism, 
rigor ane abstractions. The curriculum of 
the high school is fashioned by pure mathe-
maticians, and hence have g~en poisoned by 
pure mathematlcs. --Kline 
f)lurI~p staff, .£.2. ~J:.!:., p. 459. 
62University Symposium on Mathematics (1964), ,22. cit., 
p. 22. 
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Dr. Kline believes that mathematics, presented as a subject, 
has no motivation, no meaning, and no purpose because the very 
purpose of mathematics - its physical applications - has been 
forgotten. Concept-centered mathematicians, says Dr. Kline, 
are teaching students the langua~e of science by wallowing in 
vocabulary ae if the introduction of new words will solve prob-
lems. 63 Only a few students will become pure mathematicians, 
but the greater number will be scientists and engineers; hence 
Lr. Kline believes that mathematics should be presented in the 
curriculum in terms of physical ideas. Today the high school 
mathematics pro~rams stress ceductive structures and axiomatics. 
The subEltance of mathematics - its physical background ana mean-
ing - is completely eroded. 64 "The students ~et, instead, a 
mathematics which is uninspiring and pOintlessly abstract, and 
mathematics which is isolated from all other bodies of knowledge.,,6CS 
The reaction of fr. Kline to the School Mathematics St.udy 
Group is that the program bars thinking far more extensively 
than do traditional mathematics programs, although he agrees 
that traditional mathematics programs are not good. It is his 
belief that SMSG loads the student with a ~reat deal of Bophis-
ticated language that he is not prepared to absorb, thus he 
memorizes it and recites it as closely to verbatim as possible. 66 
63 Ibic1. , p. 23. 
64Ibid • , p. 22. 
65 Ibid. , p. 22. 
6hlbid. , p. 67. 
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The SMSG program does not promote thinking, but hinders it, as 
compared with even the most unsatisfactory programs. Dr. Kline 
is more favorable toward UICSM; he especially praised Professor 
Beberman for tenative preparations of a new program which is 
science oriented. Dr. Ross of Ohio University, on the other 
hand, contends that within pure mathematics, most of the dilemmas 
which scientists face can be illustrated. 67 In pure mathematics 
the pupils' power of observation, their feeling for adventure 
involving conjecture, their critical sense in testing conjectures, 
and their capacity to use the process of proof to provide a mea-
sure of security for those conjectures which happen to be true 
are developed. 68 According to Dr. Ross, applications should be 
the result of understanding, and not a preamble to it, as Dr. 
Kline advocates. 
In reoly to these criticisms, Dr. Begle of SMSG and Dr. 
Beberman of UICSM commented in support of the contemporary pro-
grams. One of the major criticisms of SMSG, according to Dr. 
Begle, is that it does not pay much attention to the use of mathe-
matics in the sciences. 69 Most students know little about the 
sciences when they reach the tenth grade; and it is very diffi-
cult to demonstrate the use of mathematics because the students 
are not familiar with the area of application. Most teachers 
also do not know enough science to teach it; this is one of the 
weaknesses in teacher training. In SMSG, physical situations 
67Ibid., p. 46. 
68 Ibid . 
69University Symoopium on Mathematics (1962), ~roceedings, p.7. 
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occasionally are used in describing the theorems. 70 Dr. Beber-
man of UICSM says that the contemporary programs actually con-
tain as many problems of application as the conventional. 71 
UICSM, as pOinted out previously, expects to begin experimenting 
with the use of applications both as motivational material and 
as an end product. The Ball State authors contend that applied 
mathematics is a result of pure mathematics, hence their empha-
sis is upon pure mathematics. 
A major difference among UICSM, Ball State's program, 
and SMSG lies in their systems of postulation of their geometries, 
which attempt to correct the defects in Euclidean geometry. The 
Commission on Mathematics recommends no specific system of post-
ulation, but feels that mathematics should consist of a set of 
undefined terms on whlch all other concepts are defined end pro-
positions proved. Furthermore, the number of undefined concepts 
and unproved propositions are held to a theoretical minimum; for 
all practical purposes, propositions so obvious that proving them 
seems meaningless should be assumed from the beginning. 72 Of all 
the contemporary programs, SMSG most closely associates itself 
with this idea. 
Ball state and UICSM use a Hilbert-like system of postu-
lation. In the Ball State geometry pro~ram, the distinction be-
tween mathematical and physical geometry is pointed out to the 
70National Council of Te~rsO~athematics, QQ. cit., p. 42. 
71Univer-sity Symposium on Mathematics, .Q.Q. £.it., p. 12. 
72Report of the Commission on Mathematics, QQ. cit., p. 24. 
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students; the emphasis, of course, is on mathematical geometry. 
For example, it is observed that points and lines exist only in 
the mind; chalk marks are physical objects. 73 The terms draw, 
rotate, place, and move refer to physical activities, not to 
mathematics. In traditional texts these terms are not defined, 
and hence the significance is not made clear by postulates; 
Euclid did not make this differentiation. The Ball State geo-
metry program is often described as "Euclid made precise and 
rigorous 8.ccordin~ to the stancards of modern mathematics."74 
Proofs in this geometry must be justified by appealing to postu-
lates, and not by pointing at nhysical objects. UIeSM, although 
it too is based on Hilbert's postulates, i8 not as rigorous as 
the Bell State ~eometry. 
Hilbert formulated his postulates at the beginnine of 
the twentieth century. Hilbert's plan was to stay as near to 
the form of Euclid as possible and to supply precise postulates 
to serve as the basis of correct proofs of all Euclid's propo-
sitions. The entities - point, line, and plane - as well 8.S 
the relations between incidence and con~ruenc~ are taken as un-
defined, but limited by precisely stated postulates. The first 
postulates of Hilbert are concerned with the inCidence of pOints, 
lines, pOints and planes, and planes and lines; and fills in 
the ~ap which is left to the imagination in the elements of Eu-
7'5Brumfiel, Eicholz, and Shanks, liThe Ball State Experimental 
Program," The Mathematics Teaq.tter, LIII: p. 80, Dec. 1961. 
74 Ib i d., P • 7 9 • 
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clid.75 The next set of nostulates are the axioms of order, 
which involve the concept of betweenness, or order of points 
on a line 98 related to the real numbers. These ideas are then 
related to points in a plane; this leads to the development of 
the notion of separation of a plane by a line - a notion which 
Euclid s3id nothing about. Hilbert used the following axiom of 
Pasch: "A line which passes through a point between the two ver-
tices A and B of a triangle ABC, either passes through vertex 0, 
or a point between A and C, or a point between Band 0.,,76 The 
axioms of congruence in Hilbert's system, which pertain to con-
gruent lines and segments, display the equality relationships 
and the operation of addition associated with the real numbers. 
To complete the postulate system, a parallel and continuity p08-
tulate is required. Hilbert used the Playfair form of the paral-
leI oostulate and an axiom of continuity known as the Law of 
Archimedes. SMSG, as well as the Commission on Mathematics, 
feels that a geometry program based on Hilbert's lIFoundations 
of Geometry" is milch too difficult and sophisticated for a tenth 
grader. SMSG does not reject Hilbert completely, but adopts the 
views of Birkhoff; it accepts the idea that the point, line, and 
plane should be undefined and adopts Hilbert's incidence axioms. 
Many of Hilbert's theorems can be proved easily by the Birkhoff 
75School Mathematics Study Group, Studies in. Mathematics, p.l.27. 
76Ibid., p. 1.27. 
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f lib t II d" til approach. In particular, the notions 0 e ween an segmen 
are closely related to the corresponding ideas in arithmetic. 
Birkhoff builds upon the student's knowledge of arithmetic, ele-
mentary al~ebra, and his ability to use the scale and protractor. 77 
He also assumes the student's knowledge of the real numbers and 
their properties. 
There are many reasons why SMSG favors the postulate 
system of Birkhoff. SMSG feels that Euclidean geometry genuinely 
deserves the place it has in a hi~h school curriculum; students 
need to learn this particular subject, for Euclidean ~eometry 
introduc<es the student to concepts in the sense they are under-
stood by mathematicians. Instead of starting from the beginning 
anc axiomatizing everything as Hilbert did, Birkhoff assumes the 
real numbers are known; his ~eometric postulates are based on 
this assumption. SMSG believes that the advantage of Birkhoff's 
program is that the proofs are easier, and hence it is possible 
to avoid the conflict between logical correctness and psycho-
logical intelli~ence. Birkhoff's postulates stress the relation-
ship between algebra and geometry; their integration lays a firm 
foundation for the introduction of ana1vtic geometry.78 Birk-
hoff's postulates have had a tremendous influence upon the philo-
sophical aspects of SMSG. Instead of the axiom of Pasch, Birkhoff 
has adopted the Separation Postulate (see tables). These postu-
77Ib!d., o. 1.28. 
78 . Edwin Moise, £2. cit., D. 439. 
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lates premit SMSG to supoly the missing steps of Euclid's proof 
of exterior angles.79 The Separation Postulate (of the plane by 
a line) also aids in the clarification of the concept of angles 
related to two intersecting lines. 80 Birkhoff also follows 
Hilbert's Playfair postulate: through a point not on a given 
line, there is at most one line parallel to the given line. 
Birkhoff also assumes the congruence relations as does Hilbert. 
The major difference between SMSG and UICSM is where the 
emphasis is placed; SMSG stresses the reorganization of subject 
matter, while UICSM places more emphasis upon teacher training. 
Dr. Beberman of UICSM has said, "We are not as much concerned 
with the reorganization of the subject matter as we are with im-
proving the teaching of the subject itself. lt81 Cne aspect that 
distinguishes the University of Illinois program from all the 
others is that it cannot be taught except by teachers who believe 
in this particular type of teaching method - the discovery tech-
nioue. Both UICS~T and SMSG advocate inservice teacher training. 
The teachers of the Ball State program have no special training, 
but they meet periodically for the discussion of pedagogical 
problems. 
All the contemporary programs are directed toward the 
level of the college-capable student; homogeneous grouping is 
recommended. The Commission on Mathematics recommends that 
79School Mathematics Study Group, QR. cit., p. 1.29. 
80 Ib1d. 
81 University Symposium on Mathematics (1962), 2..Q.. cit., p. 10. 
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mathematics be comprised of homogeneous groupe with students of 
similar interests and ability.82 College-bound students should 
not be exposed to certain so-called practical courses, for they 
can acquire this knowled~e independently.83 SMSG is now in the 
process of considering a curriculum for students who are of aver-
age ability and are not olanning to enter college. The classes 
in the Ball State program consist of students. with above aver-
age abil~ty; the weaker students 3re dOing as well 8S their 
counterparts in the traditional courses. 84 The Secondary School 
Curriculum Committee has recommended that certain provisions 
should be made in the classroom for individual differences. The 
same mathematical structures and concepts should be taught in 
all classes, but the amount, complexity, depth, and manner of 
or~anization and presentation should be varied accordingly. A 
pro~ram of enrichment should exist for the gifted, and a program 
of minimum essentials should be given to those students of below-
average lntelligence. 85 
The p:-rea tes t problem in c e.rrying ou t 9. re form program is 
not necessarily that of defining its goals, but that of convin-
cing others of the validity of these goals. The improved pro-
grams have not been in operation long enough to permit a statis-
tical evaluation; however, available data shows that students in 
the improved programs do just as well as those 1n the traditional 
82Report of the Commission on Mathematics, QQ. cit., p. 24. 
83 Ib1d • 
84 Scott, Foresman, and Co., £2. c11., p. 25. 
85 Ibid., p. 19. 
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courses. Tests were conducted by the Educational Testing Center 
86 and the Minnesota Testing Laboratory on the evaluation of SMSG. 
These tests showed that SMSG students do as well on recognized 
standardized tests as those in the traditional courses, and that 
students in the SMSG programs had more knowledge concerning the 
understanding of fundamental concepts. 87 The retention of know-
ledge of the SMSG students was appreciably significant. Pupils 
with a lower scholastic level who were involved in the SMSG pro-
grams seemed to gain considerably over those in the conventional 
courses. 88 Some of the advantages of SMSG are as follows: th1nk-
ing 1s encouraged, the privilege of writing proofs in a natural 
form is encouraged, opportunity is given for mathematical growth, 
and a greater appreciation for the structures of mathematics is 
developed. SMSG is trying to move toward a curriculum which in-
volves preserving everything that is good in the present curri-
culums while, at the same time, introducing new approaches to 
basic concepts, structures, and thinking; the research will con-
tinue indefinitely. 
urCSM is the only pro~ram that has been in operation 
lon~ enouph to Dermit the obtaining of information on stUdents' 
performances in college. Evidence shows that graduates of the 
UICSM orograms have done exceptionally well in college science 
and mathematics. Their scores on the advanced mathematics 
86university Symposium on Mathematics (1962), 
87 Ibia • 
88 rbia . 
00. 
---
9..l1:.., p. 54. 
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acheivement tests of the colle~e boqrds ~re higher than ever 
before. 89 Some st~dents have been exempted from certain mathe-
matics courses and, in some instances, are enrolled in honors 
90 c pro~rBms. ~OITe of the advant~ges cf the UICSM program along 
with itE discovery method are that it: 1) enables children who 
have had difficulty in mathematics to gain confidence in them-
selves; 2) is very effective in the lower grades BE a source of 
motivntion; 3) needs no elabor~te ~uptific~tion of why m0themqtics 
is imnortant - experience is the best teacher; and 4) results in 
rules which children have disccvered, le~ving a more permanent 
i~Drepsion in their minds. 
Some of the tentative eV'1luations of the Ball State oro-
gr~m disol9Y its feasibility. Teachers with a stcn~ mathematics 
baCkground are very enthusiastic about this program as are many 
91 
capable students. Those stUdents who are well motiv?ted, who have 
gocd stu~y habits, and are enthusiastic about the prcErero do not 
find the central ideas inaccessible~2 ~any students who have 
real mathematical ability, but did not show it in the traditional 
methods of evaluation because of boredom with routine and memori-
zation, are doing exceptionally well in contempor1ry mothematics 
becquee of its excitement and hi~h level of interest. 
891btional COIJncil of Te,lcher of lYJathematics, The Revolution 
in School Math_em9ti~, p. 36. 
9C Ibid • 
9lScott, Foresman and Co., QQ. cit., p. 25. 
92 Ibid. 
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~rom such an evaluation and comparison as this, one can-
not conclude that anyone program is better than another. All 
programs have their individualistic approaches, and all strive 
toward the betterment of the mathematics curriculum; hence, it 
i8 the common objective of these programs to establish a revised 
mathematics instruction plan - with regard to new content, the 
reorganization of old material, pedagogical technioues, philo-
sophical concerns, teacher training programs, and shifts in em-
phasis - which will enable science to meet the future needs of 
our society_ However, the responsibility for the improvement of 
the mathematics curriculum must not rest solely upon such study 
groups. It is the public's responsibility to be well-informed 
on these programs and their objectives 80 that our future society 
can enjoy the progress made possible by the current revolution 
in mathematical instruction. 
iii 
Postula tes 
1. The Dost ula te s of Euc l1d (bas is for trad it ional 
plane geornetry)ii 
Let the following be postulated: 
1. To draw a straight line from any point to any 
poin t. 
2. To produce a finite straight line continuously 
in a straight line. 
3. To describe a circle with any centre and dis-
tance. 
4. That all ri~ht an~les are ecual to one another. 
5. Th9t, if a stra.ight line f~'lling on two straight 
lines make the interior angles on the s~me side 
less t"'9n t"l0 right 9ngles, the t",'o strR..ight 
lineE, if Dro~ucej indefinitely, meet on ttat 
side en which are the angles less than two ripht 
angles. 
*The follo,"linp iE' taken from Euclid's Elements by Sir 
Thomas Heath. 
II. The postulates of School MathemaLics Study Group 
based on Birkeff's ruler and protractor axioms· 
1. Incidence postulates 
a. Every line contains at least two points. 
b. Every plane contains at least three distinct 
non-collinear points. 
c. Soace cont0ins at least four distinct non-
coplanar points. 
d. Given two distinct points, there exists one 
and only one line cont9ining them. 
e. Given trree distinct non-collinear paints, 
there eXists one and only one plane contsin-
ine: them. 
f. If t~c distinct ooints lie in a plane, the 
line containing these points lies in the plane. 
g. If two distinct alanes intersect, their in-
tersection is a line. 
2. The ruler postulates 
a. To every ?air of points A, B there corre-
sponds a unioue real number, deRigneted by AS, 
and called the distance between A and B. If A 
3. 
4. 
iv 
and B are different points, then AB is 
oosltive. We allow also the o08sibility 
ihat A = B; in this case AB - O. 
b. The points of a line can be put in one-to-
one correspondence with the real numbers 
in such a way that the distance between 
two ooints is the absolute v~lue of the 
difference between the ccrresocnding num-
bers. 
c. If A and B are distinct pointe on a line i, 
then a coordinate system can be chosen en L, 
such that the coordlnate of A is zero and 
the coordinate of B is ~c8itive. 
The 
a. 
b. 
The 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
The 
a. 
separation postulates 
If L is a line ane p a Qlane cont~ining L, 
the points of p not in L consist of two non-
empty sets, called half-planes, such that 
if t\,ro points X and-X are in the 89me half-
plane, the segment XY does not intersect the 
line L; and if X and-X are in d iffe ren t half-
olanes, the segment XY does intersect the 
line L. 
If p is a plane, the points not in p coneist 
of two non-empty sets, called half-sryaces, 
such th~t if two points X and-Yare in the 
same half-spac~ the segment XY dces not 
intersect the Qlane p; and if X ano Yare 
in different half-spacer, the eegment XY 
does intersect the plane. 
protractor postulates 
To every angle ABC, there corresponds a u-
nicue real number between 0 and 180 called 
the measure of angle and deFi~nated by 
m(LABC) . 
Let ~ be a rav on the ed Q"e of half-clane h. 
For any real n~mber r bet~een 0 and 180. 
there iF a point Y in h such that m(LXQY)~ r. 
If D is a point in the interior of LAQB, then 
m(LAQD) ... mC{BQD) = m(LAQB). 
If QA anf QB are opposite rays and QC another 
ray, t her; m (LAQC ) ~ m (LBQC)= 180. 
congruence costulate 
If there is a one-to-one ccrrespondence 
between the vertices of two triangles such 
that two sides and the included angle of 
one triqngle are congruent to t~e cor!espond-
ing parts of the other, then the correspond-
ence is a congruence. 
6 • The P'l raIl e 1 pes t '11 R t e 
a. Through a given external point, there is at 
most one line parallel to a fiven line. 
v 
7. The are2 poctul~tes 
a. With every oolygonal region, there is qssociated 
a unique positive reel number, coIled the area 
of the region. 
b. If two triangles are congruent, the triAn~ular 
regions havA the same grea. 
c. If a region R is the union of two non-over-
lapping regione S ar:-j T, then area R= area S+ 
area T. 
d. The area of a rect9DFular region is the pro~uct 
of the lengths of two acjacent sides. 
*The SMSG postulates, as given in School Mathematics 
Study Group, Euclidean Geometry Baeed QU The Ruler 
and Protractor Axioms. 
III. The postulates of the Ball State Experimental 
Program bqsed upon Hilbert's oostulates.* 
1. Incidence oostulates 
a. There are ~t least three points not all on a 
Ilne. 
b. For any two different points, there is eXGctly 
one line containing these ~cint~. 
c. Every line ccntains at le3st two points. 
2. Betweenness o08t~lates 
a. If B is between A and C, then A, B, anc C 
are three different, or distinct, points 
on a line. 
b. For every three points on a line, exactly 
one of them is between the other two. 
c. Any four points on a line ~ay be named 
Al ,A2 ,A3 ,A4 , so that the only betweenness 
relations are tte same as the order of the sub-
script numbers. That is, the betweenness 
relations are: A2 between Al and A3; A2 
between Al and A4 ; etc. 
d. If A an~ B are two ooints, then there is at 
least one point C suc~ that B is between 
A and C, and at least one point D suc~ that 
D is between A and B. 
e. Eve ry 1 i ne se '):;ra te s t he plane. By thi s v,'6 
meqn th?t 911 ooints of the 91ane not on the 
line are divided into two sets, called the 
twc s1deB of the line, having the following 
orooert ies : 
. - (a) If P and Q belong to one of these 
sets, then nc ooint of 1 is between P 
~nd Q. We s~y then that P an~ Q are on 
the s~me pl~6 of 1. 
(b) If P and Q are in different sets, 
then there is a ')oint on 1 which is 
be tv'een P 8 nd Q.-
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3. L1near congruence postulates 
a. Given p01nts A and B on a line 1 and a point A' 
on a line 1', then on a given side of A' on l' 
there is exactly one o01nt B' such that AB is 
con~ruent to A'B'. To indic~te that AB is con-
gruent to A' B', we wri te "AB~ A' B' ." In con-
gruence the order of the points does not matter; 
that is, if AB~ A'B', then also AB~B'A', BA= 
A' B', and BA~ B' A I. 
b. Congruence also satisfies the following: 
1. AB~AB. 
2. If AB:!A'B', then A'B'=::'AB. 
3. If AB=A'B' and A'B'~A"B", then AB~A"B". 
c. (This 1')ostulate tells how to "add" and "sub-
tract"Csegments.) Suppose that B is between A 
and C on a line 1, and that B' is between A' 
and C' on a line 1'. 
1. If AB ~ A ' B' an d Be $ B' C ' the n A C ::. A ' C I • 
2. If ACS!A'C' and BCSB'C': then AB~A'B'. 
4. Archimedes' postulate 
a. If A~ is any segment on a line 1 and CD any 
other segment, then there is a finite number ~ 
of points Al,A2, ••• An on 1 such that the points 
A,Al,A2, •.. An are arranged in this order, and 
Rll the segments AA1,AIA2, ••• An_lAn are con-gruent to CD, and either B= An or B lies be-
tween An-l and An' 
5. Completeness postulate 
a. For every line 1 and any given point A on 1, 
and for any positive real number x, there is, 
on a €liven side of A, a point B such that AB:x. 
6. Con~ruence postulates for angles 
a.· If LA is not a straight angle and if r' is a 
ray from A' on a line 1', then or. a given side 
of l' there is exactly one ray s' from AI such 
that the an~le A', with sides rl and 8', is 
con~ruent t~ angle A. \O[e wri te thi s a s "LA' ~ 
LA. If LA is a straight angle, then the strai~ht 
angle at A' with one side r' is the only angle 
with one slde r' congruent to angle A. -
b. LA~~A. If A~LB, then IB~/A. 
If AS LB and LB:::'LC-; then LA~LC. 
c. If in the figure any two of the pairs LA and LA', LB and LB', Lc and LC' are congruent, then the 
third pairs of ~ngles are con~ruent. 
In other words: 
2. If 7B=7B', and 7c: C I, then LA~ 2A I. 1. If IA~ lA', and LB~~B" then LC: IC' • 
3. If 2c=2::;', and 211 == A', then LB::!ZB' • 
The anFle A may be a ~trai8ht angle. 
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c. If for A ABC anc.c. AIB'C'; AB~A'B', AC~AIC', 
and LA ~ LA', then LB go LB I and LC:= LC I • 
7. The parallel postulate 
a. Through ~ point not on a line there is no 
more than one line parallel to the given line • 
.J<Brumfiel, Eicholz, '1nd Shanks; Geometry. 
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